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Beyond unreasonable doubt
education andlearningforsocio-ecologicalsustainability
intheanthropocene1
Learning for tomorrow
"Theremay beflowingwateronMars... But isthereintelligent lifeon Earth?... Whilewe
marvelatNASA's discoveries, wedestroy our irreplaceable natural resources - sowecanbuy
pre-peeled bananasandsmartphonesfor dogs" (GeorgeMonbiot, TheGuardian, 30-09-2015)
"Our worries abouttheenvironment are notonly academic. Theyaffectuspersonally.They
influencewhat wechoose toeatorhowweget towork. Theykeepusawakeatnight. They make
usgrievefor theworldweare leavingtoourgrandchildren. Theystopusfrom choosingto have
kids. They triggerdepression."Idon't want toliveunder thethumb ofdespairanymore," a
man recentlywrote tome. "Not only isitaterribleway tolive,it's not productiveandresults
indisengagementand totallossofagency.Imay not beable tofixtheworld, but Iwant togo
on trying throughpositiveactionsand nothiding under thebedcovers." (Kelsey, 2014)
Young people today are disproportionately affected by global sustainability challenges in that they will have to live longer with the socio-ecological consequences
of lifestyle and development choices made by the generation of their parents and
grandparents, particularly in the wealthier parts of the planet. They will also have
more time to work on these challenges assuming that there will be enough time still
to address climate change, biodiversity loss, resource depletion, food and nutri-

i This text is a reflection of my inaugural address: it is not a literal transcription of my spoken words. In fact
there will be some differences asnew ideas and priorities inevitably will have emerged in the two months
between the handing in of this text and the actual inaugural address held on December 17th of the year 2015.
The text is a composition of recent writing that has been published in 2015 or will be published shortly but
also includes some new writing. Some of the work comes from work done with colleagues which I wish to
recognize: the paper on Transformative, transgressive social learning in COSUS included Heila Lotz-Sisitka,
David Kronlid and Dylan McGary, the foreword to the Springer Handbook Educating ScienceTeachersfor
Sustainability Iwrote with Justin Dillon, and finally, the piece on sustainability in higher education where I
draw on a chapter written with Valentina Tassone, Gary Hampson and Jonathon Reams. For copyright
reasons this text is not to be distributed but only for personal use as a companion to the actual inaugural
address.
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tion insecurity and so on. These issues have in common that can be characterized as
highly complex and systemic, ambiguous and contested, and urgent and existential.
Being aware of the nature and seriousness of sustainability issues is in itself insufficient for resolving or even improving them (Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002).In fact,
raising awareness about sustainability issues without developing people's capacity to
meaningfully and adequately address them may lead to powerlessness, apathy and
withdrawal and as such could potentially do more harm than good.
Young people have a good reason to feel overwhelmed by sustainability issues as
they have a full life ahead of them and may even doubt having children of their own
some day in the face of the declining state of our planet. The qualifier 'may' is used
in the previous sentence intentionally as we actually know very little about how
young people perceive sustainability challenges, how they think they will affect
their future prospects, and their perceived ability to affect change and do something
about them in their present and future lives, both personally and professionally. Of
particular interest here is the role of education, teaching and learning in developing young people's understandings, agency and competences to help them respond
more effectively to sustainability challenges than, arguably, the generation of their
parents and grandparents. Young people in many parts of the world, but certainly
not all,- from early childhood education to primary and secondary education to
oftentimes vocational and higher education - spend on average about 10000-hours/
per year in formal education settings. In addition there is an increased push for continuing education and lifelong learning. Yet, most of these hours are used to develop
basic scientific and societal skills and literacies mainly with the aim to develop a
qualified and dynamic work force that can compete in a globalizing economy. Only
a fraction, at best, of these hours is spent on developing people's capacity to respond
to the key challenges of our time and to help improve the well being of people and
planet.
Just last year, in the fall of 2014, over 40 Dutch youth organisations petitioned the
Dutch Ministry of Education and Science to take sustainability seriously in all
education. They argued that the state of our Planet is a dire one as a result of what
sometimes is called a major systemic global 'dysfunctionality' caused by human
activity, also referred to as the anthropocene. The ministry did not respond in a
satisfying way to the youth petition arguing that already a lot was being done. As
a result the youth organisations found allies in the Dutch parliament who agreed to
motion the government to seriously respond to their request. This motion received
a majority vote basically forcing the government to take (un)sustainability seriously
as a 21 st Century theme that affects people and other species everywhere, now and
in the future. In Sweden, where I also work part-time at Gothenburg University,
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young people to seem to be drivers of sustainability as well, particularly in higher
education. CEMUS, based at the university of Uppsala is a "student-led interdisciplinary education, a transdisciplinary research school, and a forum to stimulate
deep discussion and innovative action on the most pressing environment, development and sustainability issues of our time" (source: www.csduppsala.uu.se/about/).
CEMUS-like initiatives can be found around the word and many of them, not in the
least because of social media, are becoming inter-connected and intertwined to form
a movement that also gets the support from their teachers/professors.
The push by the younger generation for serious engagement of education of sustainability isurgently needed, asearlier attempts to realize such engagement have, on the
whole, not been very successful. Over 40years of promoting and developing environmental education (EE)and over 20years of education for sustainable development
(ESD) have not influenced education enough to reorient it to serving the well-being
of people and planet. Arguably there has been some success at the policy-level, in
part as a result of international UN-sponsored events, in the seventies, to get EE on
the agenda in many countries (UNESCO, 1978)and in the last 10years to get ESD
on the agenda, especially during UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development which took place between 2005and 2014 (Wals,2012).Perhaps the most recent
recognition in the international policy arena of the role of education in realizing more
sustainable development isthe ratification of the 17Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) during the October 2015General Assembly (www.sustainabledevelopment.
un.org/topics).Although education isconsidered crucial in all 17SDGs,SDG 4 singles
out the role of education, capacity building and lifelong learning. Another indicator
that signals that environmental and sustainability education might be gaining some
traction in society comes from educational research where we are seeing a number of
journals (e.g.Environmental EducationResearch, Journal ofEnvironmental Education,InternationalJournalofSustainability inHigherEducation)that are getting ISI-status through
the Web-of-Science, thereby attracting researchers from other educational fields and
other disciplines altogether to this area of interest. TheAmerican Education Research
Association (AERA)has recognized environment and sustainability as key areasof
education and research. The Nordic Educational ResearchAssociation (NERA) chose
education for sustainability as itsmain conference theme in 2013.TheAustralian International Education Conference chose "international education: global, responsible,
sustainable' as its theme for the 2015conference. The European Educational Research
Association recently approved anew network on Environmental and Sustainability
Education (ESE) and declared "the role of education in societal transitions" as the
main theme for the 2015 conference.
In addition, it is interesting to note that leading education scholars such as Martha
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Nussbaum, Michael Apple, and Gert Biesta, who early in their careers paid little
attention to global sustainability challenges, are now strong advocates for strengthening the role of education in co-creating more equitable, democratic, responsible, and
meaningful ways of living (seeApple, 2010, 2013;Biesta et al., 2013,Biesta, 2014 and
Nussbaum, 2010).
Despite these 'successes' on the international policy and declaration front, and the
increased status of research and scholarship on environmental and sustainability
education, environment and sustainability, on the whole, receive very little attention
in education. Forces to make education serve the economy by helping young people
become flexible workers who can switch jobs when the changing economic climate
demands so have been far greater (Nussbaum, 2010). It was not until the very end of
the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development, on the day before 2014's
Earth Day (April 22nd) that a global newspaper, the New YorkTimes, published a
half page article on the role of and the need for education for sustainable development with a specific focus on teaching climate change in schools (Gardiner, 2014).
Hundreds, if not thousands of articleshave been published about climate change and
sustainable development but rarely do they make a reference to the role of education, teaching and learning. As the world is confronted with major ecological crises
leading to or amplifying major social crises (and vice versa) it is about time that the
media begin to engage the question of 'How should education respond?' and 'What
should people be learning and how?'

The difficulty of education and sustainability
While there is a growing awareness that there is a need of involving people meaningfully in what seems to be the greatest challenges of our time, the earlier referred to
article in the New YorkTimes also notes resistance to doing so by referring to the state
of Wyoming where lawmakers blocked the teaching of climate change saying that
doing so could hurt the local economy. Arguably, there is very little reasonable doubt
remaining at present about the seriousness of the global socio-ecological challenges
threatening our planet. Yet, there is a lot of unreasonable doubt, for instance around
climate change, manufactured purposely by interest groups seeking to maintain current unhealthy systems as they benefit from them the most, at least for the time being
(see also:Wynne, 2010). Citizens and, indeed many educators and policy-makers,
among them, find themselves confused and caught in the middle; often defaulting
to the everyday routines and systems they are accustomed to in their personal and
professional lives. Who to believe? What to do?
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So despite the growing recognition in society that sustainability concerns need to
become more in focus in education and learning, particularly among young people, it
isnot so clear how to do this.In part this is a result of what we might call the nature
of sustainability and associated challenges. In "Message in a bottle," my first inaugural address (Wals, 2010), Iargued that sustainability isboth urgent and inevitably
unknown. Sustainability remains a contested concept both normatively and scientifically although consensus about the rapidly declining state of planet Earth seems to
be growing. Even within niches such as environmental and sustainability education
there are different interpretations and meanings associated with sustainability. Sterling has described it as an inevitably ill-defined concept (Sterling 2004). Tickling once
referred to the search for sustainability as a treasure hunt for an infinitely illusive
object (Tickling 1992).Dreyfus etal (1999) called it an attractively vague idea. More
recently John Huckle, one of the first scholars to critically engage in sustainability
education in the early nineties, and Iwrote a paper for a special issue in EnvironmentalEducation Research on environmental education in the age of neo-liberalism, where
we point to the danger of ESDbecoming an extension of neo-liberal interests much
like sustainability and 'green'.
The ill-definedness, contestation, and commodification of both SD and ESD, could
easily become an excuse to not engage with sustainability in education: a risky
response as the emerging sustainability challenges are too important to be ignored by
educators. For those who do want to engage, there are a number of educational challenges to grapple with. For one, the growing urgency may require quick instrumental
responses to change people's lifestyles and behaviours that could, in the extreme,
lead to an eco-totalitarian society where education is one of several 'tools' to be
used instrumentally. This might be considered problematic when education is seen
as 'bildung' which is semi-autonomous movement or process that enables people
to become human through their own exploration, discovery, interaction with and
in the world with all its possibilities and constraints (physically, socially, morally,
ecologically, economically, culturally). My colleague and good friend Bob Tickling
and Ihave referred to this perspective as an emancipatory one where the nature of
the sustainability crisis calls for a rethinking of values, reconnecting people with
places and leading meaningful, ethically defensible and globally responsible lives.
Here education is about enabling people to deal with, among other things, complexity, uncertainty, ambiguity and loss of identity and sense of place, in a meaningful,
ethical and caring way (for the latter see for instance Noddings 2005a; 2005b). From
an emancipatory point of view education is not an instrument to be used to prescribe
certain behaviours or inculcate certain values but rather a means for meaningful
engagement, making deliberate choices, and for relating and connecting with the
human and the more than human world. Of particular interest here is Biesta's em-
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phasis on the necessity of judgment: "with each question (purposes, forms, tensions)
the answer does not come from research, evidence or policy but requires judgment,
and not just any judgment but normative judgment that involves values based upon/
informed by a vision about education and about being human and about living
together" (Biesta, 2015).Biesta maintains that ultimately education is about finding a
balance between qualification - socialisation - subjectification in order to support the
formation towards a grown-up way of being in the world in which we acknowledge
and care for what is at stake in democracy, ecology and care(Ibid.).
This is not to say that there isno place for instrumentalism in saving our Planet!
Should there be agreement about what is known to be sustainable and known to
be unsustainable and about how we should or must live our lives accordingly, then
there is a whole range of appropriate instruments or tools available: laws, regulations, advertisement, social marketing, taxation, subsidies, etc.,but education is not
one of them. Let me explore his a little further drawing on Ichapter I co-authored
with former SWEDESD Director Frans Lenglet in a book on sustainability citizenship
(Wals and Lenglet, 2016).

Known, unknown and unknowable sustainability 2
As far as the 'known sustainability' is concerned, we might state, for instance, that
sustainability consists of three hierarchically situated and dynamically interrelated
dimensions: (a) the biological, geological and climatological substrate and its planetary
boundaries, (b) the social relationships between humans but also between humans
and thenon- or more than human world including the 'natural' substrate mentioned
under (a),and (c)the human-made structures, belief systems, institutions and instruments - economic, cultural, political and otherwise - that shape these relationships and
are shaped by them. Many scholars recognize this description as do many practitioners
and policy-makers. Still there issome language used here that may raise questions;
for instance, the reference to relationships between humans and the non- or more than
human world isnot always well understood. Nonetheless there appears tobe growing consensus that sustainability isultimately about the interplay between people and
ecologies.People constantly seek to maintain or enhance the quality of their lives-a
rich mix of basic and more abstract needs. The fundamental task in the coming decades

2 In this section Idraw on: Wals,A.E.J., Lenglet, F. (2016) Sustainability citizens: Collaborative and disruptive
social learning. In: Sustainability Citizenship in Cities:Theoryand Practice, edited by Ralph Home, John Fien,
Beau Beza and Anitra Nelson, London: Routledge.
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isto redesign our socio-political-economic system inways that reintegrate the dependencies between people and their underpinning ecological systems. Indeed, despite the
inevitable confusion, contestation and complexity that surround sustainability, there
isquite abody of robust knowledge on each of these dimensions and, increasingly,
how they are nested and how they influence each other. There is a lot we doknow - we
could take the IPPC reports on climate change as an example of 'known sustainability'.
However, we should immediately add that there are still uncertainties no matter how
robust the knowledge appears.
When juxtaposing the known and the unknown and the sustainable and the unsustainable there is a range of possible actions, as Table 1shows in a somewhat simplistic but hopefully provocative way. For each of the six emergent possibilities different
capacities may be needed for moving towards sustainability. At the same time all six
possibilities must be considered when exploring ways to become more sustainable in
what we do.
Table1.A typology ofsustainability and associated action possibilities

Unsustainability

Sustainability

KNOWN

Actions which one knew or could have Actions which one knows for sure that
are sustainable or are at least clearly
known were unsustainable at the time.
more sustainable than other available
Example: dumping of toxic waste in
options.
rivers or littering plastics.
Example:biking to work instead of
taking the car.

UNKNOWN

Actions which one thought were
sustainable but turned out not to be so.
Example: the use of asbestos for
fireproofing and insulating buildings
or the use of artificial grass and rubber
/Astroturf for outdoor sports.

UNKNOWABLE

Actions that are unsustainable but one,
at least at present, has no way of
knowing this or for which one does
not have the resources or chooses not
to allocate resources to find out.

Actions one is engaged in for quite
some time without considering
sustainability, but which rum out to
be sustainable.
Example: The use of wind-power and
biking.
Actions one engages in and which one
believes are the most sustainable given
what one knows now but of which one
will never know if they really are
sustainable (at least not in our lifetime),
at least in the short term.

Example: none, we don't know (yet)...
Example: the use of solar panels and
wind turbines.
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It should be noted that there is also some movement between the cells in the sense
that what was once unknown can become known over time while the other way
around may happen as well: what we thought was known may result in unanticipated effects, leading to a practice or rather its effects to become less known than first
thought (e.g. the initial use of DDT to fight malaria or, possibly, the use of GMOs in
food production). Given this dynamic it can be argued that sustainability above all
requires reflexivity and the ability to continuously experiment, test, recalibrate and
question one's actions, individually and collaboratively and that there will always
uncertainty, confusion and controversy around what sustainability is.This recalibrating should be done against criteria for sustainability that are not frozen in time and
place but established with the knowledge of today with the full understanding that
this knowledge will change and that the context in which these actions are tested and
recalibrated affects what knowledge is relevant.
Supposing that 'sustainability' is a once-and-for all defined 'fixed' end-goal, it
would restrict the scope and range of behavioural options (pathways) and lead to
compulsory if not repressive systems of enforcement. Such a system would demand
diligent, disciplined and complacent citizens and perforce the idea of 'sustainability
citizenship' would constitute quite something else from what those who take on an
emancipatory perspective on education and a dialogical interpretation of democracy
are likely to advocate. In contrast, if sustainability is seen as an emergent and continuously to be redefined property, the range of action possibilities or pathways to
sustainability becomes larger. At the same time, there are objective physical boundaries and inter-subjective - tobe constantly re-negotiated - social boundaries within
which the pathways need to be (re-)defined.
These considerations suggest that an emancipatory perspective on education and
learning in the context of sustainability would engage learners in critical reflections
on the known, the unknown, the knowable, the unknowable, the dynamics that occur when the world changes due to natural and anthropogenic causes,but also on
the boundaries of the systems of which we are part (ecological, economical, social).
We cannot always focus on personal growth and development as if this is an infinite
possibility: we must also learn to live with constraints, within boundaries, and learn
tobe and to live meaningful, fulfilling and responsible lives within inevitable limitations. In a sense the 'limits to growth' (Meadows et al., 1972) warning from the Club
of Rome from the early 70-ties,not only applies to economic development but also to
human development, and perhaps, any form of development. This position does not
match well with prevailing innovation, development and growth discourse.
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Sustain'abilities'
Wedoknow a lot about these boundaries and about what is ««sustainable, while we
are increasingly learning about what ismoresustainable. There islots of experience to
draw from. Certain human qualities, pre-dispositions, bodies of knowledge and ways
of knowing are known to be generative for becoming more sustainable in what we
choose to do or not to do.We can now even refer to a whole body of literature trying to describe sustainabilitycompetence and associated abilities (Barth etal2007;Wiek
etal2011J.Table 2shows just one way of trying to describe such competences. Since
this personal chair islocated within the Education &Competence Studies Group of
Wageningen University, a few words on the concept of 'competence' seem appropriate.
I do not consider 'competence' as an analytical term that cuts up human behaviour into
smaller pieces that can somehow be measured or captured in a rubric.Rather I view
sustainability competence as a relational, contextual and emergent property. As such
sustainability competence refers to a way of knowing, doing, being and transforming
in action that leads to a temporary outcome that isconsidered the most sustainable
given what we know, value and strive for at that moment in time while working on
sustainability challenges in a concrete setting.
Table2. Dimensions ofsustainability competenceandassociated sustain'abilities'
Sustainability c o m p e t e n c e

Examples of sustain'abilities'

Dynamics and content of sustainability

Sustainability literacy
Systems thinking
Adopting an integral view
Learning toknow

Critical dimension of sustainability

Questioning hegemony and routines,
Analysing normativity
Disruptiveness, transgression
Learning tocritique

Change and innovation dimension of
sustainability

Leadership and entrepreneurship
Unlocking creativity, utilizing diversity
Appreciating chaos & complexity
Adaptation, resilience
Empowerment and collective change
Learning tomake change

Existential and normative dimension of
sustainability

Connecting with people, places and other species
Passion, values and meaning-making
Moral positioning, considering ethics,boundaries and
limits
Learning tobe, learning to care
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So,the use of the term, competence, seems particularly useful when itisconsidered as
a relational and emergent property manifesting itself when people try toenact sustainability:trying things out and learning from theexperience in a connected way (externally with others, internally with head-heart-hands). When competence isdissected and
reduced to piecemeal behaviours and indicators of such behaviour then the use of the
concept may do more harm than good. Such a reductionist view of competence perpetuates a mechanistic way of thinking that can easily lead toprescriptions of behaviours
rather than to the active and meaningful engagement of citizens.
Table 2 isnot meant to be exhaustive or to be read like a shopping list. Rather, the table seeks to highlight that there are at least four 'dimensions' of sustainability competence (conceptual and systemic knowledge, critical thinking, change and innovation,
and an ethical or existential, normative dimension); and while each has its own qualities and associated 'sustain-abilities', they are mutually interdependent. For example,
to not to include the 'existential and normative' dimension would leave us with a set
of qualities that a company wishing to expand market share, increase shareholder
value and maximize growth at all cost might want to have represented in its workforce. In other words, many of these qualities, especially when operationalized in
isolation, could be used for purposes that have little to do with sustainability.
The same can be said about the critical dimension: without it,there is a risk that currently unsustainable systems could be strengthened and not transformed. To illustrate
this, one might consider hegemonic neo-liberal forces causing a systemic 'dysfunctionality' that accelerates unsustainability at a global scale.Think of the planned obsolescence of products rather than the cradle-to-cradle production process; the inequity and
exploitation that isbuilt in market-driven privatised economies rather than an economy built on cooperation and solidarity; the reframing of human beings as consumers
and lifelong workers rather than empowered citizens and life-long learners; 'straight
jacketing' education to serve the economy rather than people and planet; the built-in
bias towards short term thinking and the maximisation of profit and materialism over
the striving for a dynamic equilibrium and meaningful living; the 'cut and run' mentality of 'place and people-less' corporations rather than place-based enterprises rooted in
communities and their people; the use of deceptive language tonormalize or legitimize
ecological malpractice such as the use 'emissions' instead of air pollution (the term
used formerly for this) or 'up to 30%plant-based material' to promote the use of plastic
bottles. Even the widely hailed Sustainable Development Goals canbe critiques from
thisperspective: while eradication of extreme poverty isaccepted without question,
there isno SDG calling for the eradication of extreme wealth, while the latter could
probably greatly help realize the former and, indeed, many of the other SDGs.
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All this calls for a critical sustainability literacy tohelp citizens see through this and
help them recognize and question the powers at work and the directions inwhich they
move.
Of course we need to be mindful and critical of trends and forces in education that
minimize the possibilities and spaces for the cultivation of such literacy. In a blog
called EducareNow, BillBoyle, writes: "And in thinking deeplyabout therole ofaccountability ineducation,weneedtorecognizetheincreasing,andmostly unconscious creep of
economicutilitarianism beyond theboundsofeconomicsintoallaspectsoflife.The ideology
ofmarketfundamentalism, which says thatallvalueisreducedtothesinglevalueofeconomics,that is,alliscommodified, hasaprice,andcanthus be measuredin termsofitsefficiency,
threatensour collective responsibilityfor thedemocratic spaces thatare essentialfor the
formation towardsagrown-up in theworldwith peopleandplanet in mind" (https://educarenow.wordpress.com/2015/07/20/accountability-and-the-erasure-of-democracy/)
Although the development of sustainability literacy and competences is essential,
transitions towards a more sustainable world are unlikely to occur by relying on individuals becoming sustainability citizens without considering the other dimensions.
Much literature focusing on sustainability competence places a lot of weight on the
role of the individual and isbased on the usually flawed assumption of the capable
citizen (all equal before the law) and a level playing field between 'atomic' individuals. But individuals are not 'atomic', although they are often 'atomized' by the practices and procedures of institutions and the ideology of 'democratic' and 'consumer
choice', while their behaviour isheavily circumscribed by structures, institutions and
practices over which they have little influence or control.
There are many different examples of bringing deliberative democracy to wicked and
complex situations, to create new spaces for collaborative and social learning that at
times will need tobe disruptive to break from hegemonic routines and vested powers
and interests that are not serving the wellbeing of people and planet (e.g. Barry 2005;
Hopkins 2013). Being disruptive or transgressive is an essential part of sustainabilityoriented learning, in part also because it can create substantive rights for persons
who as formal citizens have procedural rights but which they cannot exercise (LotzSisitka etal., 2015).This connects with Barry's view of sustainability citizenship as
a form of resistance citizenship existing within and as a corrective to unsustainable
development (Barry 2005).So,in addition education and learning in the context of
sustainability is also about facilitation group dynamics, dialogical interaction, social
movements, multi-stakeholder processes and co-creation: all weak spots within environmental and sustainability education.
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Focus of the new Chair in transformative learning for
socio-ecological sustainability
From an emancipatory perspective, referred to earlier, there are at least three important questions that need to be asked: 1) what sustain'abilities' and responsibilities
we need to develop in learners, 2) what learning spaces or ecologies of learning are
most suitable in developing those abilities, and 3)how can the cultivation of these
abilities, responsibilities and spaces be designed and supported? These questions are
at the heart of the new personal Chair in transformative learning for socio-ecological
sustainability. In other words, the main focus of the chair lies on understanding,
designing and supporting learning processes that can help citizens understand
complex socio-ecological issues through meaningful engagement and interactions
with and within the social, physical and virtual realities of which people are part
and the development of the capacities they need to contribute to their resolution.
The addition of 'socio-ecological' to sustainability is intentional, as much work done
on sustainability nowadays tends to focus on economic sustainability, often without
people and planet in mind. In a way sustainability has lost its transformative edge
'sustainability' during the last decade as the much of the private sector embraced
it as a marketing opportunity. Adrian Parr (2009) even suggests that sustainability
has been hijacked and neutered. While economics inevitably is part of the sustainability puzzle, the need to (re)turn to the ecological boundaries in which we have to
learn to live together, as well as to the well-being and meaning of life issues for all,
has prompted me to make the social-ecological more prominent in the description
of this Chair. Therefore, Iam particularly interested in understanding and supporting forms of learning that can lead to the engagement of seemingly unrelated actors
and organizations in making new knowledge and in taking the actions necessary to
address socio-ecological challenges. The Chair also advocates collaborative research
effortsamong scientists, educators,and thepublic, linking scienceandsocietywith place and
identity, through moreeffectiveprocesses ofpublicengagement andlearning that canresult
in meaningful socio-ecologicaloutcomes (Walset al.2014,584).
It should be recognized that there are many forms of learning are emerging that all
have promise in enabling such collaborations. They include; transdisciplinary learning, transformative learning, anticipatory learning, collaborative learning and social
learning, but also the recently introduced concept of transgressive learning (LorzSisitka et al., 2015).These forms of learning show a high family resemblance in that
they (Peters &Wals,2013;Lotz-Sisitka, et al.2015):
• consider learning as more than merely knowledge-based,
• maintain that the quality of interaction with others and of the environment in
which learning takes place as crucial,
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• focus on existentially relevant or 'real' issues essential for engaging learners,
• view learning as inevitably transdisciplinary and even 'transperspectival' in that it
cannot be captured by a single discipline or by any single perspective,
• regard indeterminacy a central feature of the learning process in that it is not and
cannot be known exactly what will be learnt ahead of time and that learning goals
are likely to shift as learning progresses,
• consider such learning as cross-boundary in nature in that it cannot be confined to
the dominant structures and spaces that have shaped education for centuries.
• require the development of agency, action competence and disruptive capacity.
The above characteristics make clear that the search for sustainability cannot be limited to classrooms, the corporate boardroom, a local environmental education centre,
a regional government authority, etc. Instead, learning in the context of sustainability
requires 'hybridity' and synergy between multiple actors in society and the blurring of formal, non-formal and informal education. Opportunities for this type of
boundary learning expand with an increased permeability between units, disciplines,
generations, cultures, institutions, sectors and so on.

Teaching, schooling,pedagogies, didactics for sustainability3
Earlier Ialready indicated that despite some apparent successes at the policy level
and in research on environmental and sustainability education little has happened in
educational practice in the last 40years.This ishardly a surprise when considering
the everyday reality of schooling. In times when teachers around the globe are held to
account by the performance of their students in international comparisons such as the
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) (OECD,2012),which focus on
literacy, numeracy, and science, it isa challenge for them to engage in something asilldefined as "sustainability." In times when many of us, including our students, spend
many waking hours gazing at an electronic screen looking for instant gratification and
quick responses, even during school hours, itis a challenge to connect meaningfully
with the complex issues of sustainability affecting our world. In times when schools
are increasingly seen as the manufacturers of the "human capital" needed to serve the
economy and as places where the seeds of consumerism can be planted at an early age,
as seen in the growing influence of commercial interests in shaping education systems,
it isa challenge to reorient teaching and learning to counter this status quo.

3 In this section Idraw on: Wals, A.E.J., Dillon J. (2015) Preface. In: Susan Stratton, Rita Hagevik, Allan
Feldman and Mark Bloom (Eds.) Educating ScienceTeachersfor Sustainabiliti/, Frankfurt, Springer, p. ii - vi
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Surprisingly, there are parts of the world where there is space for teaching and learning in a sustainability-oriented education program. Several factors, often in combination, seem to be critical for such an education to occur, such as;available space for a
localized curriculum; the presence of a school ethos conducive to connectivity and
place-based learning; a culture of reflexivity as opposed to a culture of accountability;
a local community concerned about sustainability; and the vision, leadership, and
capacities educators. It may come as a surprise to find that there are countries where
the entire school system has adapted to the challenges of teaching for sustainability
while also doing well on international comparisons (Ählberg et al., 2015).Finland is
often used as an example of a country where schools are permitted to develop their
own localized curricula working on existentially relevant issues without losing sight
of the so called basics (Sahlberg, 2011). Ithelps, of course, that Finland is a country
where teachers have a high status in society, are well paid, and are encouraged to
research their own practice (Rasku &Kinnunen, 2003).It appears that at the macro
(societal/national) and meso (school/community) levels, there are differences in the
conditions and challenges for initial teacher education and for subsequent professional development for education and learning with sustainability in mind (Stratton
et al, 2015).
Sustainability pedagogy ishardly referred to in current discourses on education
and learning in the context of socio-ecological sustainability and sustainable development. In linking with the earlier referred to German 'bildung' orientation as an
appropriate orientation to emancipatory education, it is useful to reflect on what
sustainability pedagogy might entail. Pedagogy in general refers to the creation of
spaces (emotional, social and physical) that are conducive to developing, becoming
and being in the world. Sustainability pedagogy adds to this a normative orientation
that pre-supposes a certain way of developing, becoming and being in the world
given certain expectations (e.g. about living together, what is fair, just and democratic) and inevitable constraints (e.g. the fragility of eco-systems and limits to the
carry-capacity of the Earth). The Chair will seek to shed some light on what such
pedagogy looks like. There are some clues available already based on, for instance,
critical pedagogy and place-based pedagogy, but also on earlier work done in the
field of environmental education. There's not enough time and space in this inaugural address to dive in much deeper but it seems that such a pedagogy would need
to be: relational (allowing for caring for and connecting with people, places, other
species, etc.), critical (allowing for critique and questioning), 'actionable' (allowing
for agency and creating change), ethical (opening up spaces for ethical considerations
and moral dilemma's) and political (confrontational, transgressive and disruptive of
routines, systems and structures when deemed appropriate).
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Sustainability, as an inevitably ill-defined and ill-structured concept, poses didactical
challenges as well. Sustainability represents what some refer to as wicked problems (Gibson and Fox, 2013):problems that defy definition, have no single solution
that works always and everywhere, drenched in ambiguity, and are submerged in
conflicts of interest among multiple stakeholders (Figure 1).Sustainability, in a sense,
cannot be taught. Atbest, teachers can create environments that are conducive to the
exploration of sustainability issues around climate change, poverty, food security,
biodiversity, and so on. As such, teaching sustainability becomes an educational
design challenge.
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Figure 2 A typology ofproblems(source: http://mofox.com/pdf/simple,complex,wicked.pdfl

In addition to a rethinking of educational design, there will be a need to develop a
new didactical orientation that enables learners to grapple with wicked problems.
Sustainability didactics refers to teaching and learning, and the design of learning
environments or spaces, that enable learners: to see the world more holistically,
to see the local manifestations of global phenomena but also the global manifestations of their own choices and actions, to consider different time perspectives,
past-present-future but also to consider short and long term effects, to help them
understand systems and systems dynamics, to help them deal with complexity and
uncertainty, to help them navigate socio-scientific disputes, anticipate probable
futures and imagine and articulate more desirable ones, and, finally, to engage them
in change and transformation to move beyond awareness and the threat of paralysis
by becoming overwhelmed. That's a long sentence with high ambitions in terms of
learning outcomes. As pointed out earlier, these learning outcomes are increasingly
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referred to as sustainability competences or capabilities, and some speak of "sustainability literacy" (Cooke, 2010) as foundational for understanding the complex nature
of sustainability challenges and their associated socio-scientific disputes. Finally,
the treating of values and ethics in the classroom has been long neglected and will
need to become an integral part of our education if sustainability is to be seriously
addressed (Corrigan, Dillon, &Gunstone, 2007).Presently many educators appear
wary of integrating values and ethics into their teaching, also because the educational policy-frameworks they work in do not encourage doing so.

Boundary crossing, whole school approaches and ecologies
of learning
One way to work on these outcomes in a meaningful and integral way is to take
existential or 'real' sustainability issues as a starting point for teaching and learning,
advancing more integrative ways of thinking, and engaging learners in change and
transformation. This does not mean abandoning the classic school subjects, which
tend to be of a disciplinary nature but rather making them relevant in our common
quest to address these issues. When taught separately, natural sciences, arts and
humanities and sustainability education give a disjointed answer to society's demand
for a more sustainable world. This way of teaching and learning inevitably calls for
a different way of designing spaces for learning or learning arena's that allow for
boundary crossing between different disciplines, perspectives, interests and values.
Environmental and sustainability education can be seen as a mechanism for capacity-building and the creation of so-called vital coalitions or partnerships to enable
citizens, young and old, to determine together what it takes to move from the current
way of living, which relies heavily on consumption, continuous growth and technology, to a more sustainable one that not only serves the economy but also and
foremost people and planet. The concept of 'vital coalitions' refers to (temporary)
configurations or arrangements between different groups in society that are in each
other's vicinity but until they were challenged by a common sustainability issue saw
no immediate reason to work together. In a sense they are brought together in their
attempt to address sustainability in a meaningful way. A hybrid learning configuration then comprises a vital coalition of multiple stakeholders engaged in a common
challenge using a blend of learning processes (for instance: discovery learning, joint
fact finding, problem-based learning, social learning, inter-disciplinary learning) in
order to bring about real, meaningful and responsible change.
We see plenty of examples from around the world where such new ways of learning
are being supported and developed. Among them is the concept of 'edible school
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gardens', whereby schoolchildren grow their own food in an educational garden
with the support of local government, local businesses and societal organisations,
while simultaneously learning about the things they grow in science lessons. In
my own native country, The Netherlands, there is the example Groene schoolpleinen
('green school grounds') where children help design their own school yards and
look for ways to make them more natural, engaging and fun, again with the support
of community actors both private and public (Figure 2).Another good example is
YardMap,which combines the use of social media, Information Technology (IT) and
citizen science. Citizens, inter-generationally jointly map and analyse biodiversity in
their own neighbourhood by means of digital photos, special apps and Google Maps
with the aim to identify the areas with the greatest potential for boosting biodiversity. Action plans designed to ensure that the YardMaps are kept fully up-to-date are
drawn up and implemented on the basis of studies and in consultation with scientists
and local partners (including the municipal authority, garden centres and an NGO).
The various YardMaps are linked via social media.

Environmental
management

chooJMfr«teJ0

Participatory
decision-making
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Figure2 A wholeschool approach to sustainability

Creating closer ties between citizen science, science education and sustainability education will help citizens, young and old, and scientists take a meaningful and practical approach to the pursuit of a more liveable, enjoyable and healthy future that does
not compromise the carrying capacity of the Earth and the future of our own and of
other species (Wals et al., 2014).As suggested earlier, this ismore than linking the
content of the curriculum to sustainability issues like climate change; it also involves
developing new competencies such as dealing with complexity, uncertainty and
confusion, and devising and implementing meaningful local solutions often with the
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support of local universities and the local government. This method of 'transformational learning' may also help to restore some of the lost public confidence in science.
Th.e government will have to put more effort into stimulating and supporting the
'hybrid learning enviiomnents' or 'learning ecologies' that blur the boundaries between science and society, school and neighbourhood, local and global, and shift the
emphasis to the wellbeing of people and planet (Figure 3). Governments also need to
make sure that schools and universities can participate in these arrangements.

,,
Learning Ecology

Lea:rningto
transform

Figure 3 Creating ecologies of learning (Source: George Sie1nens, 2005)

A learning ecology here is understood as a networked, facilitated and mediated
configmc:tion of formal and inlormal forms of learning revolving around a change or
transformation challenge. The learni11g is influenced by a number of factors including: the filters learners bring to the configurations (values, perspectives and beliefs),
the conduits that facilitate learning (language, media and technology), the various
dimensions of learning (from learning about something to learning to transform
something) and the different layers of learning concepts (from data to wisdom).
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Chair's key research areas

I
!

The Chair's research agenda is to be co-designed by those connected to the Chair
within Wageningen UR (e.g. the PhD-candidates) and :internationally (especially with
Gothenburg University and the research networks and societies connected to the
Chair). However we do not start in a vacuum: the research challenges listed below
appear fruitful for generating such an agenda. They are not listed in any particular
order and are not intended to be exhaustive but they connect with the analysis and
trends introduced so far.

1

Initiate a comprehensive, syste1natic revie1v of existing applications and case studies of
"transformative (social) learning for socio-ecological sustainability"

This component has three main purposes: (1) to continue to document the full range
of interpretations of transformative (social) learning for socio-ecological sustainability as they emerge in a number of disciplines but this time with special attention to
transformative processes; (2) to document the range of existing applications of transformative (social) learning; and (3) to understand how researchers and practitioners
from different disciplines have attempted to funnel uncoordinated and inharmonious
individual actions into collective actions that support explicit goals.
2

Understand the role conflict, dissonance and diversity (pluralism) in transformative and
transgressive social learning processes

Although it is generally recognized that the dissonance that results from the interplay between diverging perspectives, values and knowledge systems can be a key
trigger for learning, we know little about the idea of situated and personal 'optimal
dissonance'. Given the importance of conflict and dissonance in transformative learning, it is important to be mindful of people's comfort zones or dissonance thresholds.
Some people are quite comfortable with dissonance and are challenged and energized by different views, while others have a much lower tolerance with regards to
ideas conflicting to their own. The trick is to learn on the edge of peoples' individual
comfort zones with regards to dissonance: if the process takes place too far outside of
this zone, dissonance will not be constructive and will block learning. However, if the
process takes place well within peoples' comfort zones - as is the case when homogenous groups of like-minded people come together - learning is likely to be blocked
as well.
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3

Identify key characteristics andindicatorsoftransformative hybrid learning
configurations

An important question to be asked is what conditions and affordances that are
conducive to social learning in the context of sustainability. George Siemens speaks
of a 'learning ecology' to emphasize that connectivity between people is influenced
and can be strengthened by a number of inter-related factors that together form a
learning configuration. He uses the concept of 'connectivism' to refer to the need
for the integration of principles explored by chaos, network, and complexity and
self-organization theories (Siemens, 2005).During the coming years we hope to
build upon these insights and unveil new ones as we will actively research a number of 'learning configurations in action' at the cross-roads of formal and informal
learning.
4

Describe competencesrelevantfor socio-ecological sustainability

Both the facilitators of and the participants in transformative learning for socioecological sustainability will need some basic competencies in order to trigger and
support a learning process powerful enough to realize innovations and transitions
that require a change of values, a change of (corporate) culture, a change of lifestyle,
and, ultimately, a whole system redesign. But what do these competences look like
and how can they be developed? The focus on competence continues to be relevant
in the Chair group in which this personal Chair ishosted: Education & Competence
Studies (ECS).
5

ExploretheroleoflCTs andICT-supported civicsciencein strengthening socioecological sustainability

There is an urgent need to study ways in which ever-present technologies and cyberspaces can be used to help people (re)gain a deeper and more empathetic contact
with each other and with the world (presently these technologies and spaces tend to
lead to the exact opposite). One area of interest is the active involvement of citizens,
young and old, in the monitoring of local socio-ecological issues by collecting real
data (using for instance special apps and sensors installed on smart phones) and
sharing those data with others doing the same elsewhere through social media and
on-line platforms, as a catalyst for realizing the first three points. The Chair intends
to connect with researchers and research programs that are also exploring this topic,
in particular with the ESD Research Group at Gothenburg University and Cornell's
Civic-ecology Education Group.
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These five area's link with the current work done by the PhD-candidates associated
with the Chair (Figure 4)but with some the connection is stronger than with others.
The work of each of these PhD-candidates is fascinating and provides a source of inspiration for my own scholarship and teaching. Ido not have time or space to single
out there work but to make u p for this Ihave included their published work so far in
the appendix to this written version of the inaugural address. It should be noted that
the application domain of the research can be in, for lack of a better descriptor, more
formal learning contexts (e.g. K-12 schools, vocational schools and higher education)
and more non-formal learning contexts (e.g. community-based and workplace-based)
and, increasingly, at the interface of formal and non-formal contexts.

Interface
Higher Education
Society&Work

» S r Z ^ l i m a t e Change &

Sustainabilityin
Companies

„ ^ &Identity

"• ) FoodSecurity i©@a®i) L @ ® r f
Multi-stakeholder
LearninginNRM

Figure4 PhD-candidates linked totheChair(note *demarcates external PhD)

A promising international research project the Chair will contribute to is 'Transgressive Social Learning for Social-Ecological Sustainability in Times of Climate Change'
(T-Learning) funded by the ISSCfor a three-year period. In this project participants
will be working with civil society, youth, academic, government and community
partners across nine countries in diverse areas that are vulnerable to arising impacts
at the climate-energy-food-water security and socialjustice nexus to: initiate, frame
and investigate expansive, transgressive approaches to learning. The project will
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r
identify 'germ cell' activities for T-lea:r:ni11g and examine how T-learning can initiate and expand sustainability transformations in selected community sites in Africa,
Asia, Latin America and Europe. Of particular interest here is the notion of transgressing or contravening which refers to acts of disruption or consciously created disturbances that can break the unhealthy resilience of unsustainable practices, systems
and routines. An example might help here. In the discourse around climate change
there tends to be an emphasis on adaptation and adaptive capacity, using inevitable
change as the main argument for doing so. By placing the emphasis on coping and
responding, the systems that are responsible for climate change remain rmcontested
and the root causes untouched. 1his is where transgressive learning and disruptive
capacity building comes in. Notice that 'resilience' does not necessarily represent a
good quality. Research on this type of learning and associated capacities is urgently
needed.

Chair's involvement in educational development and innovation
As I hope has become clear by now, the question of the place of socio-ecological sustainability in the curriculum of higher education and of education in general is not
one of integration but rather one of innovation and systemic change vvithln our institutions as the latter will allow for more transformative and transgressive learning to
take place. As suggested earlier such learning emphasizes 'learning for being', alongside learning for knowing and learning for doing. It requires permeability between
disciplines, behveen the university and the 'Wider community, and between cultures,
along with the competence to integrate, connect, confront and reconcile multiple ways of looking at the world. With the increasing complexity of societies, the
interdisciplinary nature of people-society-environment relationships, the problems
faced at local and global scale, and the uncertainty about their solutions or resolutions, there is a need for new spaces for collaborative and transformative approaches
in both education and educational development. The Chair seeks to contribute to
creating such spaces by contributing to the transformation of education within Wageningen University itself and beyond. This work will be done in conjunction with
Gothenburg University where Wageningen u·niversity will support the development
of an International Masters in ESD, which is to start in Gothenburg in the Spring of
2017. The Initiative for Trnnsformative Sustainability Education (ITSE) developed
with staff and students in Wageningen in 2011 vvill guide educational development in
the years to come (Schwarzin et al., 2011a; 2011b) 4 . ITSE's main concern has been to

4 The initial team working on this model consisted of: WiebeAans; JrenaAteljevic; PJ Beers; Anouk Brack; Karen
Forluin; Lisa Schwar.tin; Maja Slingerland; Valentina Tassone; Alejandra Vargas Foncesca; Arjen Wals and Renate
Werlunan.
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develop a framework for transformative sustainability education that addresses not
only theoretical knowledge and practical skills, but also guides students to question
their values, attitudes and behaviours, enables them to empower themselves, and
facilitates social and collaborative learning among a diversity of stakeholders. In a
nutshell, ITSE wants to empower students to walk the talk of sustainable development within their own (expanding) sphere of influence (Wais et al., 2016).
The framework differentiates between four dimensions of education, which must be
in balance to promote learning for change (Figure 5):
• The 'objective' IT dimension refers to theoretical and applied approaches to
sustainable development;
• The subjective 'I' dimension pertains to personal development needed to become
actively engaged with sustainable development;
• The inter-subjective 'WE' dimension focuses on collaborative competencies for
working in inter-disciplinary environments;
• The cross-boundary dimension integrates the 'I,' WE' and 'IT through experiential,
project-based learning.
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Figure 5. The ITSE dimensions of strengthening eco-logical sustainability in education at
Wageningen University
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ITSE recognizes that people learn from their total environment, which should be
designed to create interaction and creativity. The ITcourse encourages students to
develop reflexive awareness of the legitimacy of multiple scientific and non-scientific
perspectives on sustainability issues and to develop awareness of the complementarities and contradictions between these perspectives. In this way, students develop
a meta-awareness of transition agents and processes, and find ways to approach,
analyse and contribute to sustainable development. During integrative course work,
students analyse in depth a sustainability topic that fits with their personal interests
and development goals. The International Masters in ESD at Gothenburg University
will also have a distance-learning component which will be developed jointly with
Cornell University and will build upon the Global On-line Environmental Education
Course that will be co-taught with over 20 internationally known scholars of environmental education and related fields during the first half of 2016.
A new three credit course Supporting and Understanding Sustainability Transitions
(SUST) has been designed to accommodate socio-ecological sustainability and the dimensions distinguished in ITSE. SUST, coordinated by colleague Valentina Tassone,
will be a preparatory course for students working in interdisciplinary teams on a real
sustainability challenge as a part of Wageningen's infamous Academic Consultancy
Training (ACT). In order tobe considered a sustainability challenge, four criteria will
be loosely applied:
• The challenge focuses on addressing current sustainability related challenges,
within the WU domain of food and living environment, for example challenges
related to food, energy, circular economy, liveable cities,well-being, biodiversity
and resource management.
• The challenge attempts to address those challenges by focusing on at least two (or
more) of the following perspectives: Environment\Ecology, Economy\Business,
Society\Lifestyles and Culture\ Mindsets.
• The challenge attempts to address those challenges by engaging at least two (or
more) of the following five key actors (including the one commissioning the
project): societal organizations, research, education, governance, and private sector.
• The challenge aims to contribute to the transition of society (or a sub-system of
society) towards sustainability by exploring new ways of thinking, being and
doing (for example in terms of principles, practices, governance, business models,
etc.)
A second new six credit course, coordinated by colleague Hansje Eppink, Teaching,
Learning and Capacity-Building for Sustainable Development (TLC4SD) enables students to develop the capacity to transfer and co-create knowledge in - depending on
where they see themselves going after graduation - formal, non-formal and informal
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education and training settings. A third new course, 'Social and responsible innovation and institutions in food and the environment' will be a capstone course in the
new Research Masters. The course investigates different institutional architectures of
processes of social and responsible innovation using sustainability as a normative underpinning. The Chair will be one of the co-ordinators and instructors in the course.
Finally the Chair will alsobe one of the co-leaders of a global on-line course on 'Environmental Education: A transdisciplinary approach to addressing wicked problems'.
This course, developed by an international consortium, creates an environmental
education "trading zone"—an online space where scholars and students gather to
learn about multiple disciplines that shed light on how to improve environmental
quality and change environmental behaviours (www.globalee.net).
The Chair, together with colleagues Hansje Eppink and Valentina Tassone, will also
contribute to the Enhancing Responsible Research and Innovation through Curricula in Higher education (EnRRICH), This EU-funded project aims to support the
embedding of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)in curricula. The EnRRICH
project wants to develop the capacity, the knowledge, the skills and the attitudes of
students and staff in higher education to respond to the research needs of society as
expressed by civil society organizations (CSOs).
In primary education the Chair will work closely with the NatureWise Foundation (Stichting Natuurwijs) as a member of their governing board. The NatureWise
Foundation develops and supports nature- and sense-of-place oriented experiential
learning programs that takes children out of the class room into nature and/urban
green spaces using a hart-head-hands approach in a way that allows teacher to make
links with the school curriculum. The Foundation works closely with the National/
State Forest Service (Staatsbosbeheer).
Finally, the Chair will continue to engage in the development of green vocational
education in The Netherlands by developing the GreenCompasto help schools integrate sustainability systemically using a learning-based whole institution approach.
Colleague Anne Remmerswaal is leading this project.
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A few words on higher education'
"The people with the biggest ecological footprints are note the ones who received no formal
education living in poverty but are the ones with PhDs, Masters and Bachelors degrees ... The
conventional Ivisdo1n holds that all education is good, and the more of it one has, the better ...
The truth is that iuithout significant precautions, [it] can equip people merely to be 1nore effective vandals of the Earth' (David Orr, Oberlin College)
David Orr's somewhat altered quotes - they have been used a lot by many others
all over the world and as a result may have changed somewhat over time, much
like E:instein' s quotes - are a good entry po:int for some thoughts on sustainability in
higher education. The evolution to date of sustainability and sustainable development - two related but not identical concepts (Hampson 2012)-in higher education
has been described (Wals and Blewitt 2010) as a three-staged process consisting of:
1) the rise of environmentalism in the 1970s and 1980s which led to environmental
engineering, environmental studies, environmental law, etc. as a part of university
education and research; 2) the greening of the ivory tower with a focus on universities' own environmental impact and management in the 1990s and 2000s; and 3)
the emergence of sustainability science representing holistic, systemic, integrative
approaches and methodologies linking education, research and outreach. The latter
perspective questions deeply ingrained methodological, organisational and educational routines which led to the, earlier referred to, commodification of education and
research for serving economic interests rather than people and the planet. Sometimes
the concept of a 'whole-institution approach to sustainability' is used to refer to such
a perspective although this concept does not always include a rethinking of ontological (ways of being in the world) and epistemological (ways of knowing the world)
assumptions.
A re-orientation of higher education towards sustainability requires unconventional
ways of looking at management, leadership, knowledge creation and the interface between science and society. Some of these 'unconventional ways' are captured by sustainability science (Lang et al. 2012) and so-called 'post-normal science' perspectives
(Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993). Sustainability science, in particular, is born out of the
realisation, within a small but critical mass within the science community, that global
challenges - such as climate change, food and nutrition security for all, rising ineq5 Here I draw on: Wals, A.E.J., Tassone, V.C., Hampson, G.P. and Reruns, J. (2016) Learnillg for Walking the
Change: Eco-Social Irmovation through Sustainability-oriented Higher Education In: Matthias Barth, Gerd

Michelsen, Marco Rieckmann, Ian Thomas (Eds.), Routledge Handbook of Higher Education for Sustainable
Development, London: Routledge, p.25-39.
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uity and the continued loss of (bio )diversity- are urgent and require that we explore
new ontologies and epistemologies. TI1ese challenges are further compounded by the
'disconnect' between people and places by hyper-consumption- driven information
and communication technologies. Ad-hoe, piecemeal solutions that are comfortably
described and even the optimisation of the 'clever' systems that we have created
during the last centuries, do not do the trick anymore, if they ever did. This realisation might lead to a wider recognition that addressing sustainability issues requires
alternative modes of interaction, ones that allow for more systemic responses as well
as the exploration of alternative values and ways of being in and relating to the world
which acknowledge the inevitable uncertainty and continuous chai1ge (Peters and
Wals 2013), Parallel to this there is the emergence of movements in the international
policy arena that point to the need for 'responsive and responsible research' (Stilgoe
et al. 2013). Although these developments appear to coincide and show a high family resemblance, they lack synergy, despite optimists' beliefs that a 'perfect storm is
brewing' - one which will lead to a values and learning-based transition.
It is no surprise that in light of this there is a rise of: commurrity engaged science (e.g.
citizen science and civic science), new forms of learning (e.g. social learning and transformative learning), thinking (e.g. anticipatory thinking and systems thinking), competence (e.g. sustainability competence and normative competence), new methodologies
such as practical theory building and phronesis (Peters and Wals 2013), new netw-orks
in higher education such as the living knowledge network (www.livingknowledge.org)
and GUNI (wuno.guninetioorlc.org) and, finally, new forms of education and learning
around 'real' locally grounded sustainability issues (GUN! 2011).
A key question is: How can higher education become the broker of this perfect storm
and lead the way in values and learrting-based transitions towards socio-ecological
sustainability? Education and learrting - in formal educational institutions and in
situations where people meet and work - can be considered spaces in which people
- as learners and as citizens - are invited and encouraged to explore an issue and to
respond to each other's different, divergent and sometimes even mutually exclusive
concen1s. These are spaces where issues of public concern can be made public. Therefore, for example, in the words of Masschelein and Simons (2009: 237), the purpose
of universities is not "just about making things known (as 'matters of fact') but about
making them present (as 'matters of concern')." One of the tasks of this new Chair is
to explore the promise of methods and approaches (ways of doing things) that allow
citizens not just learn about 'matters of fact' but to make these facts, and the sustainability issue of which they are part, into a matter of public concern and deliberation,
leading to collaborative learning and even collective action. In so doing, they help to
(re-) establish and (re-)vitalize substantive citizen rights.
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Concluding remarks
In terms of human agency and capacity, sustainability ultimately has something
to do with our ability to sustain. But what to sustain? whatfor? and how? are critical questions that are not easily answered as the world rapidly changes, knowledge
becomes quickly obsolete and values and interests shift, as do the powers that drive
them. Isuggest that the indeterminacy of sustainability coupled with the normative
position of having a moral responsibility of taking care of people and planet in a way
that enables quality and dignified lives for all including non-human species, now and
in the future, calls for new forms of learning and new competencies and qualities. As
sustainability is an emerging property of an on-going learning process, rather than
an agreed upon outcome that can be comfortably and authoritatively prescribed,
transferred or taught, we need to focus our attention on the spaces (physical, social,
cultural and psychological) and the conditions (levers,barriers, support mechanisms)
that allow for such learning to take place in the first place. These learning spaces and
conditions should allow for critiquing and even subverting existing frameworks,
frames, institutions, rules of the game, procedures and patterns that have established
themselves overtime and may have been useful in the times they were conceived but
now turn out to be inherently unsustainable.
A sustainability citizen is one who is able to interrogate resilient unsustainability and
who can participate in the co-creation of new systems and associated routines that
appear, at least for the moment, more sustainable than the ones in need of replacement. Clearly this demands more than the ability to adapt to changing circumstances
due to, for instance, climate change or, in light of such changes, to become more
resilient as an individual and as a community. It rather requires the capacity to
disrupt and to transgress prevailing, dominant and unquestioned frameworks and
systems that predetermine and structure social and economic behaviour, and that,
somewhat ironically, have proven to be highly resilient themselves. This capacity
is little emphasized in the current discourse around sustainability governance and
in circles connected to education and learning in the context of sustainable development. By stressing disruptive capacity building and transgressive learning (see also
Lotz-Sisitka etal, 2015) the focus shifts away from learning to cope with the negative
and disempowering effects of the current hegemonic ways of 'producing,' 'consuming' and 'living' to addressing the root causes thereof and to the quest for morally
defensible, ethical and meaningful lives.
How to 'design' spaces for this type of learning and capacity-building is an interesting question. We do know that breaking hegemonic systems and routines will
require creative and energizing solutions that can generate a force strong enough to
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create expansive niches or pockets of transformation that can with time become new
"regimes" that may shift the entire "landscape" (Geels and Schot 2007).Diversity and
so-called boundary crossing serve creativity. Diversity in and by itself is an insufficient quality of a community for it to become a source of creativity. Without social
cohesion and basic communication skills such as listening and discussing, diversity
can become a source of conflict. It can drive people apart by deepening cleavages and
entrenching boundaries. Learning for (transition to) sustainability usually takes place
within a continuum of like-minded, self-motivated people gathering around an issue
in opposition to existing structures and powers etc. on the one hand and orchestrated
'participation' arranged by the powers that be to give a semblance of 'inclusiveness'
and being open to alternative ideas on the other hand. Most activities occur somewhere in between these two extremes, where finding common ground, nurturing and
giving voice, and allowing for alternative forms of decision making and exercising
power need to be negotiated.
A transition to a healthy society in an ecologically viable Earth requires committed,
critical and competent citizens, who aspire to values that are not purely based on
the material side of their existence but also on care for fellow human beings and,
indeed, other species, here and elsewhere, now and in the future. Such a transition
is un-imaginable if we fail to reform and to re-orient our current education systems
and ignore the power of education and learning. As such sustainability can become a
driver of educational innovation in education, while simultaneously, education and
learning can become drivers of sustainability.
The second opening quote of the written version of this inaugural lecture is not
exactly one that radiates optimism and hope. If anything, itbreathes despair. It is not
my intention for the listener or the reader to come away from this address thinking
'we are on a collision course and there's not much we can do about it'. Around the
world there are many examples of innovations, transitions and 'next practices' that
do not have a narrow single normative underpinning of (rapid) economic growth,
but a broader inclusive agenda of sustainability. As Paulo Freire articulated so well,
hope must be rooted in practice, in the struggle. If not, if there is inaction, you get
hopelessness and despair (Freire, 1992).Freire described hope as an ontological need
that should be anchored in practice in order to become historical concreteness. Without hope, we are hopeless and cannot begin the struggle to change (Ibid.).
Fortunately there is a whole range of hopeful and generative practices emerging
from student-led transformations in higher education, to citizen-led transformation
of urban green spaces, to sustainability minded activist scientist engaging in transformation of energy, water and food systems, to school communities trying to green
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their schools and curricula in meaningful ways, to economist beginning to challenge
some of the fundamentals that underlie capitalism: there are niches that suggest a
perfect storm is in the making. Another sign of hope comes from a very different corner. Ethological primatologist de Waal, who has studied apes and monkeys for over
30years concludes in his important book 'The age of empathy' (de Waal, 2009) that
greed and aggression are complemented and usually overmastered by cooperation,
justice, and peacemaking in social species... let us see.

Word of thanks
This Chair is rooted in the education and learning sciences that form the core domain
of the Education &Competence Studies (ECS) group within Wageningen UR. The
Chair builds upon a long tradition within Wageningen UR that started in the 1980s
with the emergence of environmental extension, environmental education and
environmental communication, continued in the 1990s with biodiversity education,
multi-stakeholder social learning in natural resource management contexts and
education for sustainable development. The latter areas have been the focus of the
Wageningen University-based UNESCO Chair in Social Learning for Sustainable
development, installed in 2009 and extended in 2015until December of 2019.In less
than 2years Iwill have worked at Wageningen University for 25years - that's quite
some time - and Imust acknowledge the university for remaining a pleasant and
vibrant workplace for all those years. There is a reason for the university entering the
top 50 of the Times Higher Education Index and being named this year as the world's
top agricultural university by US News.
On a more personal note, there are many people who have somehow helped and/
or inspired me to arrive at this point in this on-going journey, Iacknowledged them
in my first inaugural address 'Message-in-a-Bottle' and there will be some inevitable
overlap. Let me start with the late Bill Stapp of the University of Michigan, a founding father of Environmental Education in many ways who Iwas privileged to have as
my PhD- Chair and mentor. Then Iwish to acknowledge ECS-Chair Martin Mulder
who will retire next year and deserves a lot of credit for making ECS an internationally recognized group by creating a good mix of people, giving them the space and
autonomy they need to excel. ECShas a powerful mix of talented people working on
topical issues in education, competence development and learning.
I also wish to acknowledge my Swedish colleagues at the University of Gothenburg:
they enrich my perspective and I feel our joint work isbeneficial for both Wageningen and Gothenburg. In the Dutch policy-scene two people have been particularly
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important to me and many others in the field of Environmental Education in The
Netherlands: Dirk Huitzing and Roel van Raaij. Without them the development of EE
and ESD in The Netherlands would in all likelihood have stagnated somewhere in
the mid-nineties of the last century.
Much credit goes to my family as their influence on me goes much further back in
time and inevitably is much deeper. Of course Imust single out Anne, my partner
in life who has been my loving beacon of support ever since we moved in together
almost 30years ago (talk about sustainability!) when Iwas a student doing an internship in a high school in Oak Park, Illinois. Another source of inspiration and energy
comes from our children who, since 'Message in a Bottle' have become young adults
and are now students themselves: Kendra in Leiden, Brian in Amsterdam. Clearly,
without the three of you Iwould not be standing here today. Ialso wish to recognize
my mother, Joke Wals, who has been the consistent force in my life nurturing and
encouraging me to pursuit my ambitions but with whom Ihave shared a common
interest in environmental and sustainability education for decades.
Finally, when weighing the pro's and con's of doing a second inaugural address or
not, there was of course the argument of taking the opportunity to share how ideas
have evolved and profiling new areas of education and research, but Ialso thought
it would be another opportunity to bring those key family members who have left
us unfortunately, back in the lime light, albeit just for abrief moment. Last time I
dedicated the Chair in Social Learning for Sustainable Development to my father,
Harry Wals,who died suddenly in 2006 at the age of 70.My father was in many ways
a leading environmental educator in The Netherlands and, indeed, far beyond. His
love for people and nature inspired not only me but also all those he touched around
the world. With his charisma, energy, and youth, he was, without ever using the
term himself, a catalyst of social learning. This time Iwill dedicate the chair also to
Anne's mother, Maureen Gutenkunst, who passed away at a very respectable age
- in good time so to speak -in her home on Beaverlake in Hartland, Wisconsin just
over one year ago. She was a proud, giving and resilient woman who, unknowingly,
perhaps had a closer connection to nature and a better sense of place than many of
us. Those of us who have had the good fortune of looking through the window of her
sun porch will know why. She was a beautiful woman who, like my father, is dearly
missed.
Ihavespoken.
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'For the first time in history one single species has succeeded
in living in a way on planet Earth that disrupts major natural
systems and forces in such a way that our survival is at stake.
A transition is needed to break with resilient unsustainable
systems and practices. Such a transition requires active civic
engagement in sustainability. New forms of education and
learning, including 'disruptive capacity building' and 'transgressive'
pedagogies are urgently needed to foster such engagement. '
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